Yeast mitotic chromosomes are organised by cohesin-dependent stable loops
To characterize the mitotic chromatin organization of budding yeast, wild type cells were synchronised in metaphase by depleting the cell-cycle regulator Cdc20 and genome-wide chromatin interactions were quantified by Hi-C (Fig. 1a ) 6, 13 .
Normalized contact maps (2kb resolution) revealed triangular dark shapes of various sizes corresponding to regions of enriched contacts along chromosome arms, reminiscent of metazoans TADs. Discrete spots corresponding to stabilized DNA loops were often visible at triangles summits (Fig. 1c) . To test whether these structures overlap with known cohesin deposition sites, two analyses were made. we computed the average contact signal of 80kb windows centred on contact between each possible pair of Scc1 enrichment sites 14 , separated by increasing distances (5kb to 165kb; 20kb steps) and divided it by the average contact map between random regions separated by similar distances (Methods, 15, 16 ).
In metaphase, a strong looping signal (in red) appeared between pairs of cohesinbinding sites separated by 45kb, or less ( To directly test the role of cohesin in maintenance of these structures, we depleted Scc1 in synchronized cells using an auxin degron strategy (Methods). Efficient Scc1 depletion was quantified by split-dots assay measuring cohesion loss (Fig. 1b) .
Preventing cohesin loading during S phase induced a dramatic loss of DNA loops and interacting domains in mitotic cells, as shown by both de novo detection (Extended Data Fig. 1c ) and pairing of Scc1-enriched regions (Fig. 1c, d , Extended Data Fig 1c,   d ). This led to a regular contact pattern similar to the one observed in G1, pheromonearrested, cells that contain a little, if any, amount of Scc1. DNA loops and interacting domains observed on mitotic chromosomes therefore depend on cohesin ring.
To better characterize chromosome folding we computed the contact probability curve Pc(s) for each condition 6, 7 (Extended Data Fig. 1d ; Methods). In mice, maximum of Pc(s) derivative curve in log-log space strongly fits with averaged length of extruded loops 15 (Methods). The same representation in yeast suggests that cohesin extruded loop size in metaphase arrested cells is ~15kb on average (Fig. 1h ).
To test whether loops and domains were established independently of sister chromatid cohesion, we processed cells depleted for Cdc45, which reach mitosis without replication 17 ( Fig. 1g , Extended Data Fig. 1e ). Contact maps of mitotic unreplicated and replicated cells showed little, if any, differences, demonstrating that sister cohesion is not necessary for generation of Scc1-dependent metaphase structures ( Fig.   1 e, f, h; Extended Data Fig. 1a, d , f).
To determine if cohesin-mediated loops along mitotic chromosomes depend on mitosis specific activity, we induced cohesin loading on unreplicated chromosomes in G1. Expression of an Scc1 engineered version that cannot be cleaved by separase was induced in G1 arrested cells 18 ( Fig. 1i, j ; Methods). Loading of cohesin on G1 chromosomes promoted both a significant increase in intra-chromosomal contacts ( Altogether those results show that establishment of cohesin-mediated DNA looping on mitotic chromosomes is independent of mitosis specific activity.
Dual roles for Pds5 in loop expansion
We then investigated the contribution of Pds5 to mitotic chromosome organisation.
G1-arrested cells were depleted for Pds5 using a degron system, released into S-phase and arrested in metaphase (Fig. 2a) . Losses of both Pds5/Eco1-mediated Smc3-K113 acetylation ( Fig. 2b ) and sister chromatid cohesion (Fig. 2c) confirmed efficient Pds5 degradation. Ratio between control and pds5-AID contact maps showed increased long-range intra-chromosomal DNA contacts in absence of Pds5 (Fig. 2e , Extended
Data Fig. 2a , b, h), with Pc(s) derivative curve suggesting that Pds5 inactivation increased by ~10 fold extruded loops length, compared to control (Fig. 2d) . We then analysed effect of Pds5 on cohesin-dependent loops and noticed that its depletion induced loss of stable chromatin loops, similarly to its mammalian homolog 9 ( Fig.   2g , h, Extended Fig. 2g ).
In S. cerevisiae two types of cohesin loading mechanisms co-exist: one leading to cohesin binding over chromosome arms and another under the control of the 120-bp point centromeres (CENs) leading to cohesin accumulation within the ~50kb pericentromeric regions 19, 20 . To quantify effects induced by Pds5 depletion on centromeric regions we agglomerated all contacts of 320kb windows centred on centromeres ( Fig. 2i; 1kb bins) . In control cells, agglomerated contacts showed that peri-centromeric regions establish few contacts with the rest of the chromosome and constitute a small interacting domain. This constraint may be due to Rabl configuration where clustering of centromeres near the spindle pole body sequesters centromeric regions away from other loci along the chromosome. It may also be reinforced by cohesin mediated loop extrusion, bridging together the two chromosome arms (similarly to SMC-dependant cohesion of chromosome arms in some bacteria). In Pds5 depleted cells, constraints at centromeres were lost in metaphase. Each centromere-flanking region became engaged in long-range contacts, transforming both chromosome arms into two huge, distinct interacting domains.
ChIP-seq analysis revealed that in Pds5-depleted cells, cohesin enrichment peaks were decreased over chromosome arms but increased around centromeres (Fig. 2g , blue vs. red positions) 14 . It is possible that microtubules and kinetochores associated with centromeres stand as a physical barrier halting loop progression and limiting inter-arm contacts. This would suggest that physical attachment of discrete DNA regions to nuclear envelope represent a widespread mechanism to limit chromatin extrusion.
To address whether effects observed in Pds5 depleted cells were a consequence of compromising Wpl1 recruitment, whose association with Pds5 is required for cohesin turnover 21 , we analysed effect of Wpl1 deletion (wpl1Δ) on chromosome folding.
Compared to control cells, inactivation of Wpl1-mediated cohesin removal resulted in increase in long-range intra-chromosomal DNA contacts ( Fig. 2f, g ; Extended Data Pds5 inactivation leading to intra-chromosomal contacts bridging loci over longer distances than in wpl1Δ cells ( Fig. 3c, e ; Extended Data Fig. 3 ). Impact of Pds5 and Wpl1 depletion was also quantified in living cells: fluorescently-labelled centromeres and a locus positioned 400kb away on chromosome XV got closer together compared to control cells (Fig. 3f, g ).
Those results demonstrate that Pds5 also regulates long-range intra-chromosomal contacts by a Wpl1-independent pathway.
Eco1 inhibits loop expansion
Since long-range intra-chromosomal interactions in Pds5 depleted cells do not result from absence of releasing activity only, we envisioned that Pds5 recruitment of Eco1 [23] [24] [25] might regulate a second mechanism required to inhibit cohesin-mediated longrange cis-contacts. We tested effect of Eco1 depletion using an inducible degron approach ( Fig Here we show that Pds5 regulates loop expansion via at least two pathways; the previously described Wpl1 mediated releasing activity 9 and a novel Eco1-dependent mechanism (Fig 4g) . Altogether our results point out a role for Eco1 in negatively regulating loop expansion through a mechanism independent from its canonical role in cohesion establishment. A possibility is that Eco1-mediated acetylation inhibits translocase activity that expands cohesin-dependent loops. It is thought that ATP hydrolysis stimulated by Scc2 may be the driving force for loop expansion. As Pds5 competes with Scc2 for binding the kleisin subunit 14 were collected using a bi-bandpass emission filter (Em01-R488/568-15; Semrock).
Pixel were 65nm in size.
Acetylation assays
A pellet from 10 7 cells was frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −20°C overnight.
The cell pellet was resuspended in 100µl H20, 20l trichloroacetic acid (SigmaAldrich, T8657) and broken with glass beads at 4°C. Precipitated proteins were resuspended in Laemmly buffer/ Tris HCl pH 8,0 and extracted by cycles of 5min
heating at 80°C-5min vortexing at 4°C. Eluates were analysed by SDS-PAGE followed by western blotting with antibodies anti-V5 tag (VWR, MEDMMM-0168-P), anti-Pgk1 (Invitrogen, 459250) and anti-Smc3-K113Ac 28 .
Hi-C libraries
Hi-C was performed as described 6 , except cells were disrupted using a Precellys apparatus (Bertin Instruments) instead of processed through zymolyase treatment.
Aliquots of 1-3 x 10 9 cells in 150 ml YPD/synthetic medium were fixed in 3%
formaldehyde (Sigma, F8775) for 20 min at room temperature and quenched with 25 ml glycine 2.5 M for 20 min at 4°C. Cross-linked cells were recovered through centrifugation, washed with YPD and a 150 mg pellet was stored at -80°C. Hi-C DNA libraries were 500 bp sheared using CovarisS220 apparatus, and the biotin-labeled fragments were selectively captured by Dynabeads Myone Streptavidin C1
(Invitrogen). The resulting libraries were used as template for the llumina amplification by PE-PCR primers and paired-end sequenced on a NextSeq500
Illumina platform. All Hi-C libraries are listed in Extended Table 1 .
Processing of the reads and contact map generations
Pairs of reads were aligned independently using Bowtie2 in its most sensitive mode against the latest S. cerevisiae W303 reference genome (GCA_002163515.1), corrected for a chromosomal inversion on chromosome 16 revealed by the Hi-C data.
Alignment was done using an iterative procedure and each uniquely mapped read was assigned to a restriction fragment. Uncuts, loops and religation events were filtered as described 29 . Contact matrices were built with resolutions of 2 or 20kb (bin sizes) and normalized using the sequential component procedure 29 . Log-ratios were generated by dividing 2 normalized contact maps, with the same resolution, by one another and then computing the log2 of the resulting matrix.
Computation of the contact probability as a function of genomic distance
Contact probability as a function of genomic distance P(s) was determined as described 16 . Intra-chromosomal pairs of reads were selected and partitioned by chromosome arms. Pairs oriented towards different directions or separated by less than 1.5 kb were discarded. For each chromosome, the remaining pairs were log-binned as a function of their genomic distance s using the formula: bin = [log1.1(s)]. The number of read pairs in each bin was counted and weighed by the bin size 1.1(1+bin), as well as the difference between the length of the chromosome and the genomic distance.
Identification of cohesin binding-sites and generation of agglomerated-plot
Data from 14 were used to generate Scc1 ChIP-Seq profiles with a 2kb resolution.
Bins with a signal over 1.5 were labelled as cohesin binding sites (CBS). CBS were determined for wild type and Pds5-AID 14 strains. All possible pairs of CBS within chromosomal arms were determined and partitioned according to their genomic distance. In 2kb resolution contact maps, windows surrounding these positions were extracted and averaged. The resulting observed signal was divided by the expected signal, generated by averaging the windows around random positions having the same genomic distance as the pairs of CBS. For each window, undercovered bins were defined as bins with a total number of reads under median (number of reads / bin) -SD and excluded of the averaging operations to reduce noise.
De novo loops identification
Loops were identified directly in the contact maps using a convolution based approach. Although published programs such as HOMER 30 and Juicer tools' HiCCUPS 31 algorithm manages relatively well to identifying discrete loops between loci separated by hundreds of kb in large genomes, they fail short when applied on the dense and short yeast chromosomes. We developed an alternative approach to bypass these limitations. Briefly, speckles were removed from normalized contact maps. For each map, the distance law was then computed and used for detrending. A convolution products of the map was computed with either the mean filter (a kernel filled with ones) or a 2-dimension gaussian kernel, representing the loops signature to find. The
Pearson correlation coefficient matrix between the convolution products was computed and pixels with a coefficient below median(coefficient) + 4.SD were discarded. When a group of adjacent pixels was returned, the one with the better correlation coefficient was chosen as the centre of the loop. The algorithm was validated on maps modelled through simulations. When applied on experimental datasets on wt and mutants cells (Fig. 1b, c) , it identified a significant number of loops in metaphase yeast chromosomes compared to control datasets (using the positions of the cohesin binding sites characterized in metaphase transposed on G1
and Scc1 depleted cells). Although false positive remain present, this approach
